THE SDS TRANSFERVEST-"

Good for patients,
1r

Ior careglvers.

goo0.

Get a better grip on patient transfers.

Now there's

a solution to

With the SDS Transfer

improving patient transfers, while reducing the risk ofin1ury to patients

VestrM by SDS Medical,

as

well

as

your stafl

your staff has so much more control of any semi-ambulatory patient

during the transfer process using our strategically placed handles, while the patient feels

a

comfoning embrace and

secure, gentle lifting during transfer

The SDS Tiansfer Vest pleasantly conforrns to the patient3 torso, cushioning it, which in turn significantly reduces
the risk of skin tears, bruising and even broken bones. The Clavicle Handles are strategically placed to allow staff
to rely more on lower body mechanics, which reduces the risk of back and shoulder injuries. Vertical webbing
is attached intemally to the

the

kdder Locks, which

disperses energy upward through the Glute Strap, initiaring

lift from the buttocks. Our lntegrated Gait Belt includes additional handles for ambulation and physical

therapy while the Back Shoulder Handles allow staff to stabilize the upper torso after ambulation for those patients
at risk of falling.

Get a better grip on employee injuries.
The vast majority of workers' compensation claims in various health care settings are directly attributed to repetitive

motion injuries from manual transfers. Again, our strategically placed handles allow staff to be in

a

much better

ergonomic position, utilizing proper lower body mechanics, rather than pulling with their back and shoulders.
Get a better grip on quality of care.
The SDS Transfer Vest is the best solution on the market today to address patient ambulation, patients who
are at risk of falling after ambulation, as well as employee rnjuries from patient transfers. Savings from potential

liabilities directly attributed to accidental falls,

as

well

as to staff

injuries, will be recognized. lt's easy to put on

patients and easy for them to like. To keep the vest sanitary the Tek-Stretch cover material is non-permeable
and has an anti-microbial application. The SDS Transfer Vest feels so reassuring, many patients do not want

it

removed after transfer. The SDS Tiansfer Vest brings safety dignity and security to semi-ambulatory patients,

while reducing the risk of future rnluries that can
setting

-

set back

their progress. It's vital to almost any health care

hospitals, surgery centers, nursing homes, assisted living centers, rehabilitation centers, home health

and even for in-home use with loved ones caring for a family member
Patient safety, as well as direct costs associated with transfer falls and workers' compensation claims can be difficult

to control. Get a better grip on all of them with the SDS Transfer Vest from SDS Medical.

Details

.

Sizes: SmalUMedium (28-35 % inches)

ro LdrgelExtrd Large (36-44 inc}lles)

.
.

Expandable design assures snug

fit

lnternal webbing redistributes lifting energy
venically from Clavicle Handles to the
buttocks

.

lntegrated Gait Belt is ideal for
rehabilit aLion by Physical Therapists

.

Internal Spacer material cushlons the
torso, reducing the risk of injury to
patients and makes them feel secure

.

Tek-Stretch cover material is non-permeable
and contains anti-microbial treament

.

Increases patient's safety, dignity and security

while reducing injury risk to caregiver

.

Poncho-style vest slips on and off over
patients head in seconds, quickly secured
with Velcro@

.

Disposable liner allows for sanitary
rnr

.
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The product should ONLY be utilized by
semi-ambulatory patients who can panially
bear weight, yet require one- or two-person
assistance

Choose the vest
Safest transler

lor ]oved one and caregiver

. Stabilizes torso
. Easy on and off
. Easily cleaned
. Anti-microbial and non-permeable
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Get d Brip on
patient transfers.
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Suite C302
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